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Abstract 
A finite hypergraph in which the multiplicity of edges does not exceed r is called an 
r-multihypergraph. A necessary and sufficient condition for existence of r-multihypergraphs with 
prescribed edge degree sequence is given (Theorem 1). Previously obtained results for simple 
hypergraphs and multihypergraphs directly follow from Theorem 1 in boundary cases r = 1 and 
F ~-- (X) .  
I. Introduction 
A finite hypergraph is called an r-multihypergraph if every edge in it has the 
multiplicity not exceeding the fixed number . When r = 1 and r = c~ we have simple 
hypergraphs and multihypergraphs, respectively. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for existence of a simple hypergraph and a 
multihypergraph with a prescribed edge degree sequence was found in [5]. This result 
generalizes a similar result for graphs and multigraphs given in [6]. Another extension 
of the results from [6] was obtained in [2,3], where a similar criterion for r-multigraphs 
was presented. 
Note also that two problems posed in [6] concerning (a) characterization f r-graphs 
defined by their edge degree sequences up to isomorphism and (b) existence of con- 
nected graphs with prescribed edge degree sequences were solved in [1,3] and [2,4]. 
In the present note a necessary and sufficient condition for existence of an 
r-multihypergraph with prescribed edge degree sequence is given in Theorem 1. So 
some results earlier obtained in [2,5] are improved in the following aspects: 
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(1) Theorems in [5] directly follow from Theorem 1 in boundary cases r = 1 and 
r ~ (X3. 
(2) Theorem 1 covers corresponding results for r-multigraphs in [2]. 
(3) The very brief proof of Theorem 1 significantly differs from cumbersome 
technics developed in [5] and brings about a polynomial algorithm for generating an 
r-multihypergraph with prescribed edge degree sequence. 
2. Main result 
Let G(V,E) be an r-multihypergraph with the vertex set V and edge multiset E, 
IE I = q. The degree deg v of a vertex v E V is the number of edges containing v. The 
degree dege of an edge e EE is the integral vector dege=(a l  . . . . .  aq) such that ai is 
the number of vertices of degree i being contained in e. The list of edge degrees is 
called the edge degree sequence of G. The notation ck will mean that c is repeated in 
a list k times. 
Let c~ = (asl ..... asq) be nonnegative integral q-vector, not all components of which 
are zeros. Let 
_ [ ~kl _k, e- ,~ l  . . . . .  ~, I (1) 
where ki > O, 1 ~ i <~ n, kl + . . .  + k, = q. The list (1) is called r-multihypergraphic if 
there exists an r-multihypergraph G whose edge degree sequence under appropriate 
permutation of its members coincides with (1). In this case G is a realization of (1). 
Before proceeding to the main result we introduce some notations. Let Ai _C B and 
m A A =A1 x A 2 ×. . .  × Am. Then [A] denotes [..Ji=l i. 3~kx is the set of all k-element 
subsets ofX.  I fX=O we set 13~oXI = 1. (b) is  a binomial coefficient; (~)= 1, (~)=0 
when b>a. [aJ (Fa]) is the maximal (minimal) integer m such that m<~a (m>~a). 
For U C_ V A(U) (6(U)) denotes the largest (smallest) degree of vertices from U. The 
subset U c V of all vertices of degree i is called the orbit of degree i. 
Theorem 1. The list (1) is r-multihypergraphic if and only if the follow&g conditions 
hoM: 
n 
l i= l  ~-~asi "ks is an integer for all i, l<<.i<<.q, (*) 
i 
s=l  
q() k~ <~r . I I  li for all s, 1 ~s<~n (**) 
asi 
i=1 
(the product 0. ec is set to be zero). 
Proof (Necessity). Let an r-multihypergraph G(V,E) be a realization of (1). Denote 
by ~ the orbit of degree i (maybe, V/= ~). Then )--~s~l asiks is the number of appear- 
ances of vertices from Vi in edges, which is, in turn, ]Vii" i. This implies (.). 
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There exists an evident natural one-to-one correspondence between the set of all 
mutually disjoint potential edges having the degree cs and the set As defined as 
As ---- ~a~, VII × "'" × ~a,q Vq. (2) 
Obviously, 
q q( )  
IAsl = 1-II a ,V l = H 
asi i=1 i=1 
But each edge from E can be repeated not more than r times. Hence, ks ~< r. IAs[, which 
proves (**). 
(Sufficiency) We initiate from constructing an r-multihypergraph H(°)(V,E(°)). De- 
fine the partition v=uq=IV/, where IVd=li, l<<.i<<.q (V/=O, if / i=0) .  Let As be 
defined as in (2). Note that asi <~ li for each i, 1 ~< i ~< q, for otherwise 
i= 1 asi 
which contradicts to the inequalities (**) and ks >0. 
We assign with the index s an arbitrary injective map q~s :{1 . . . . .  IAsl} ~ As. Let 
esi = [~os(i)], 1 ~< i ~< IAs I, t = [ks/]As IJ, P = ks - t. IAs I. Then the multiset Es is defined to 
consist of  t + 1 copies of edges esi, 1 <~ i <<. p, and t copies of edges esi, p + 1 <<. i <<. IAsl. 
So 
IEsl = p(t + 1) + (IAsl - p)t =ks. 
Besides, in view of (**), t<<.r, the equality t=r  holding only if p=0 (by definition 
of t and p). Hence the multiplicity of edges of Es does not exceed r. 
Suppose that for some i there exist vertices x, yE  Vii such that degx-  degy>~2. 
This implies the existence of Es in which the cardinality m of the multiset F = 
{fl  . . . . .  fm}C_Es of edges containing x, but not containing y, exceeds the cardinal- 
ity l of the multiset T = {91 . . . . .  9l} C_Es of edges, containing y, but not containing x. 
First we consider the case when for each f E F there exists an edge # E T occurring 
in T exactly r times (i.e. 9 has the multiplicity r)  such that f \{x}  = 9\{Y}. Because 
at least u = Im/r] edges in F are mutually disjoint, it follows from above supposition 
that u.  r ~< l. On the other hand u. r ~> m > l and we arrive at a contradiction. 
So it is proved that there is an edge f in F such that the multiplicity of 
9=( f \{x})  U {y} in H (°) does not exceed r -  1. Setting 
E~l)=(E~\{f})t . ){9} and E(1)=(E\Es)UE~ x) 
we have an r-multihypergraph H(I)(V,E 0)) in which the difference degx-  deg y has 
decreased by 2 in comparison with that in H (°) and remaining vertex degrees are 
unchanged. 
By repeating this procedure a finite number of steps, we result in an r-multihyper- 
graphs G =H(k)(V,E (k)) in which d(Vi) - 6(V/)~< 1 for each i, 1 <~i~q. 
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It remains to prove that for each i, 1 ~< i ~< q, ~ is an orbit of degree i. Let b vertices 
of V/(b>0) be of degree a and l i -b  vertices be of degree a -1 .  Then, by constructing 
b. a + (li - b ) (a -  1)= ~ asi" ks. 
s=l  
It follows from (*) that 
l i (a -  1)+b=li.i. 
Hence b is divisible by li, i.e. b = li, a : i. 
Thus G is a desired realization of (1). [] 
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